SpeedCore BIO

Peptide and Protein Columns
Speedcore BIO columns utilise the same core-shell technology but with a smaller shell layer in order to make mass-transfer of peptide and larger
proteins optimum for retention and separation. Biomolecules are a diverse range of compounds, amino acids, proteins, peptides, nucleic acids,
vitamins.
Choose C18 for more hydrophilic proteins and C8 or C4 for more hydrophobic molecules.






High efficiency for sharp peak shape, high resolution separations
Choice of large pore size for proteins and smaller pore size for peptides
High sensitivity core-shell technology
Choice of Protein ligand to increase or decrease hydrophobic nature

Speedcore C18 is designed to provide characteristics which will enhance method development. It provides the ability to
obtain sharp peak shapes whilst retaining and separating a wide variety of compounds.

INSULIN SEPARATION
SpeedCore BIO Protein C4 columns provide
separation of larger molecular weight protein
species, or those with a large 'footprint'.

Insulin is a hormone which is central to regulating
carbohydrate and fat metabolism in the body. It
is critical to have fast, sensitive measurement
of proteins such as this which play a major role
in fighting common issues in human health.
Diabetes being a major contributor to illness and
death1.

Insulin Hexamer

Insulin is produced and stored in the body as a
hexamer (a unit of six insulin molecules) whilst the
active form is the monomer.
1. Projections of Global Mortality and Burden of Disease from 2002 to 2030. C. Mathers,
D.Loncar. PLoS Med, 2006, 3(11)
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SpeedCore BIO

Peptide

~ Provides high efficiency sharp peak shapes
~ Improve Resolution even at high speed
~ 160Å pore size optimised for peptides

New Fused Core technology

~ Excellent for peptide mapping
Speedcore® BIO Peptide is designed to be optimal for the separation
of small peptides, with maximum resolution and efficiency. Complex
samples such as tryptic digests are easily achieved with the high
efficiency provided by the excellent mass-transfer kinetics.

0.3 µm Porous Shell
2.0 µm Solid Core
2.6µm SpeedCore BIO Peptide

PEPTIDES
SpeedCore BIO Peptide C18 will allow the separation
of small peptide analytes.

1. GLY-TYR

High resolution will be provided by the high efficiency
of the speedcore particle. The optimised shell to core
ratio providing excellent mass-transfer mechanism.

2. VAL-TYR-VAL
3. MET-Enkephalin
4. LEU-Enkephalin
5. Angiotensin II

2.6µm Fortis SpeedCore BIO Peptide C18 150x4.6mm
Mobile Phase:
A: 0.1% Formic acid in Water
B: 0.1% formic acid in ACN
Gradient: 10 - 40 %B in 10mins
Flow: 0.2ml/min
Wavelength: 220nm
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COMPLEX PEPTIDE SAMPLE - TRYPTIC DIGEST
 High resolution
 High Efficiency
 Sharp Peak shapes
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SpeedCore BIO

Protein
New Fused Core technology

~ Sharp efficient peak shapes
~ 300Å for optimal separation of Proteins
~ Ultra High sensitivity
~ C18, C8 and C4 options
Speedcore® BIO Protein is designed to separate large proteins. The
larger pore-size and thinner outer shell allow for a fast efficient
mass-transfer process of large molecules which would be excluded
from traditional 100Å type stationary phases.

0.2 µm Porous Shell

3.1 µm Solid Core

3.5µm SpeedCore BIO Protein

LIGHT AND HEAVY CHAINS OF IgG1
SpeedCore BIO Protein C18 will separate light
(25k Da) and heavy chain(50k Da) deglycosylated
and reduced IgG1-antibody molecules.

3.5µ Speedcore BIO Protein C18

Extra unknown peaks were also separated on the
high resolution SpeedCore particle. This enhanced
resolution will be critical to ensure maximum
resolution for sample mixtures.

2.6µm Fortis SpeedCore BIO Protein C18
150x4.6mm
Mobile Phase:
A: 0.1% Formic acid in Water
B: 0.1% formic acid in IPA:ACN
Gradient:
0 - 40 %B in 25mins
40 - 100 %B in 30mins
Flow: 0.3ml/min
Temp: 65oC
Wavelength: 220nm

2.5µ Fully Porous competitor

1. Light Chain (25k Da)
2. Impurity (only on the core-shell)
3. Heavy Chain (50k Da)
3. Impurity
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